
 We invited participants to bridge the gap in Digital Divide 

among the older Americans  IPDC SCSEP Workforce.

Read More: 

 Identify the Winners and how they perceived the Challenge

Digital Divide Challenge

SCSEP
SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE

EPLOYMENT PROGRAM



Purpose: Each Month - Identify and Acknowledge Participants who:

 1. Demonstrate a Positive Attitude and successfully bridge the gap     

in Digital Divide

 2.  Demonstrate Leadership in support of peers, make progress 

towards achieving their desired goals and positively support their 

community

IPDC SCSEP: Digital Divide Challenge



A photo stock image is used for the participant's safety and privacy.

Green Team:

WINNER !

CONGRATULATIONS! Lorena L

Showing Acceptance and Optimism 

“We need to find our motivation, no matter what, to be our 

best and also to remain connected and present”

We need to be prepared and at our best to go out into the 

workforce. Always keeping a lively attitude.



Purple Team:

WINNER !

A photo stock image is used for the participant's safety and privacy.

CONGRATULATIONS! John H

Showing Courage and Determination

 “If you have a disability: Accept it!; acceptance is a good place to start  

 By accepting your physical limitations, and keeping your spirits up: you can still 

learn, grow, and enjoy the beautiful things in life.

 Rather than spend time complaining, keep learning moving forward and stay 

determined to achieve your employment goals.



Purple Team:

WINNER !

A photo stock image is used for the participant's safety and privacy.

“Thank You! IPDC SCSEP: I appreciate the positivity and team work; 
especially during these challenging and difficult times.

 I am enjoying the virtual connectedness, peer support, the 
IPDCSCSEP webpage, face-book and twitter.

Although my internet is slow: I have no problem checking out the 
website and joining the meetings and trainings – virtually”.

CONGRATULATIONS! Denise D

Closing the gap in Digital Divide



Orange Team:

There were No Winners!

Good Luck with the

Next Challenge

A photo stock image is used for the participant's safety and privacy.

 Most of the participants in the Orange Team had knowledge   

of computers

 However, there is still room for improvement


